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Pythagoras'
Theorem

International GC SE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SHEET - HIGI{ER TIER

Volume of cone : ! rr2h Volume of sphere - t ort

Curved surface area ofcone: rrl Surface area ofsphere:4fir2c
b

I ha
a2 + b2: c2

hvp
adj : hyp x cos 0
opp: hyp x sin 0

opp opp: adl xtan0 In any triangle ABC
C

adj or sioo = 
oPP
hvp b a

cos

tan

e
adj
hvp

opp
adj

A
c

0
abc

Sine rule: = 

-
-- - - -- stnA sin B sin C

Cosine rule: a2= b2+ c2-Zbc cos A

Area of triangle = i ab sin C

Volume of prism : area of cross section x length

Area of a trapezittm: l(a + b)h

Circumference of circle : 2nr

Area of circle: ttr2

,<a>l

Volume of cylinder : ttr2h
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2 + bx * c: 0,
where a+A, are given by

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2xrh -b t b2 - 4acx

e

h

2a

2
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AnswerALL TWENTY SIX questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 (a) Use your calculator to work out the value of

8.7 + 2.8 lt .r
1.42

I t(
Give your answer as a decimal.
Write down all the figures on your calculator display,

5. 861 3 16131
rli

(b) Give your answer to part (a) correct to 2 significant figures

5_1
{il}

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)

2 A circle has a diameter of 7.6 cm.
Work out the circumference of the circle.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

D = -1. 6 ew\

c=trJ
? iT x 1' (

2.3, ?1(.-
e3 cm

(Total for Question 2 is 2 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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3 The table shows information about the marks of 20 students in a science test.

Mark Frequency

6 2

7 4

8 5

9 8

10 1

xf
It-
1r
+0
'lu
,o

Work out the mean mark of the 20 students. I Gz

IYleo", z tIz 8.1
lo

(Total for Question 3 is 3 marks)

4 Abid is waiting for a bus.
The probability that his bus will be early is 0.2
The probability that his bus will be on time is 0.7

Work out the probability that his bus will be either early or on time.

P ( e*-t1 o'Y o vr ti ^") :
0. r + 0--1

0-t

for 4is2

0:1

4
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5 8: {evennumbers} : l, 9 , 6rZr lO .- .
A: {2,4, 6, 8, 10}

(a) B is a set such that A^B : {4,8}
The set B has 3 members.

List the members of one possible set ,B

B sLo*t J hdt [c'ue
6 { ro

f +,+ tzl
(b) C is a set such that AaC : A

The set C has 3 members.

List the members of one possible set C

f tar ly, r G?

tij

(Total for Question 5 is 3 marks)

6 i
9
5

6

of the students in a group are male. =) Yt lnr grs 6trls
of the female students in the group are right-handed.

(a) Work out the fraction of students in the group who are right-handed females

Yt ^
t
7s

zo
.rr

f0fr
{3}

(b) Find the smallest possible number of students in the group.

e-1
ttt

(Total for Question 6 is 5 marks)
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7 16 cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

10 cm ArLox I X 6
t

4cm -- Ll
I

9cm

The diagram shows a shape.

Work out the area of the shape.

fot. 1 Ar-o 1o +Ll

I ll c*.*

lll ",*
(Total for Question 7 is 4 marks)

8 (a) Factorise n2 + 8n

nCn*B)
n C n+B)

(b) Expand and simplifi, 3(2x - 5) - 4(x + 3)

6x- l$- *xIl2
ll Z

(c) Expand and simplifiz (y + 7)O/ + 2)

)'*21+11+tv
t'+ 1Jt ty g" +1 ) +|ts

{xi

(Total for Question 8 is 6 marks)

-- 10

A= t0x{

6
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9 Diagram NOT
accurately drawn8.6 cm

xcm

6.9 cm

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

x 9.6- - 6.1"

x ? f,.t332--..
x 5. l3

(Total for Question 9 is 3 marks)

10 Solve 3x + 16: | - 2x
Show clear algebraic working.

7x +zx = -tS

x 3
4=--' -3x

(Total for Question 10 is 3 marks)

11 Jack, Kate and Lila share some money in the ratios 5 :9 :6
In total, Jack and Kate receive f56

Work out the amount of money Lila receives.

T: l<: L rotr.l

a 8o

,1, lo ?o -f (

aY
€4-"'1

6 1 6 l6

l+
1 s;6

f. &v
(Total for Question 11 is 3 marks)

Ao
I
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12 Use ruler and compasses to construct the bisector of atgle ABC,
You must show all your construction lines.

A

B

C

(Total for Question 12 is 2 marks)

13
v
4

)>3

4 6x
X= 1-

Write down inequalities to fully define the shaded region. X -- +

X>7 -L / X gV t> | \r3
- 2! xg ct ., 111€3

(Total for Question 13 is 3 marks)
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14 Solve 5.J=;;;1

Show clear algebraic working.

3(s,:r-z) : a ( ('r?+l)

lJ-x 6 = lzx+z
3x = I
* 7/s

Vs

(Total for Question 14 is 4 marks)

5*5 v6
15 (a) Simplifo fr

5x S-z
)

6-- L?

3
1

Lrxrxt)'
(b) Simplifu (zna)3

J 3 +xj
0

8 of' 8 nt'
i2)

(Total for Question 15 is 4 marks)
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16 The grouped frequency table gives information about the lengths of 160 pythons.

Length (x metres) Frequency

0(x(1 4

I (x(2 8

2(x(3 I6

3(x(4 32

4(x(5 72

5(x(6 28

(a) Complete the cumulative frequency table

i;)

Length (x metres) Cumulative
frequency

0(x(1 +
0(x(2 ll-
0(x(3 ex
0(x(4 6o
0(x(5 l3z
0(x(6 l6o
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(b) On the grid, draw a cumulative frequency graph for your table.

Cumulative
frequency

160

t20

80

40

o i 2 34
Length (x metres)

1.7 5 6

(c) Use your graph to find an estimate for the median length of the pythons.

0, z v, ^ J6o = tatt"
Vatrte v Y-v metres

(Total for Question 16 is 5 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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5.2 cm 5.6 cm
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

C

sca.\q ft.fo, =

'l
7cm 5 .6,

= l'2Y
A B

7.5 cm

AB isparallelto DE.
The lines AE and BD intersect at C.
AB : 7.5 cm, AC : 7 cm, CD : 5.2 cm, CE : 5.6 cm.

(a) Calculate the length of BC

B c 2 5.2 x l'25
(.s- 6E 

cm
4r+

(b) Calculate the length of DE.

J.s
6l'zJ- t=-- (

cm
€'t \

(c) The area of triangle ABC is 2l crfi
Calculate the area of triangle EDC.

kr= f.zr'
An" 6Dc= al l3-+ r

| .zs'

lg: 4-? sm,
{3}

(Total for Question 17 is 7 marks)
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18 Solve 5x2+2x-4:0
Give your solutions correct to 3 significant figures.
Show your working clearly.

Q: !i t? L C =-.1-

A -Z* + r..P, .f , C*)
) .2( l-

r a + Y+ 8o

lO

v o-lr7 o( - f 'lz
*= -l'lLov 0"117

(Total for Question 18 is 3 marksr)

19 (3+ Jh@*Ji)=t7 +kJi where a andfr are positive integers.

Find the value of a and the value of ft.

IL +3G + yG +4

(rz*^) + ?fi = l?*k,p

l< ='l
I z + cr =11

4 =f
-

(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)
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Box X Box Y

In Box X, there are 4 black discs and 1 white disc.
In Box Y, there are 2black discs and 2 white discs.

Vikram takes at random a disc from Box X and puts it in Box Y.
He then takes at random a disc from Box Y.

(a) Calculate the probability that the disc he takes from Box X and the disc he takes
from Box Y will both be black discs.

f ( Bta ek a,^ d B l" tr')

*l.r' ?r '' ,r/rr
4=--'

tL/zr

(b) Calculate the probability that the disc he takes from Box Y will be a white disc.

P (wt*\* $'o*,- Y) = f (glecr.,wLi\.)"- P(wrw)

(o/"^"/r)+ ('/rttlr)
{rIzt + t/,, ,r/r,

"/.r
(3)

(Total for Question 20 is 5 marks)

-
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21 When a photograph is taken, the exposure time, r, is directly proportional to the
square of the size,f, of the opening in the camera lens.

t:0.02 when/: 8 to< F*
,! z F P'(a) Find a formula for / in terms ofl

0.oz = l< ' 8L

l. z 0-000 3lzf
fc= tfizoa

L- lh,ro 
o €a + I

- 3200
x ?z-r

(b) Calculate the value of /when r: 0.0098

t I?-l
3z oo

F,

0-oo1 I =_L^ ( z
3r00

f L d.O01ix3z00

r 1- 3l .3 6 1._ 5. 6./-
:::

P= 5 6 for 21 is 5 marks

Do NOT write in this space.
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)) B
Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

P

A

A, B and C are points on a circle, centre O.

Angle ACB :76"
PA and PB are tangents to the circle.

Calculate the size of angle APB.

APe+10.t1d + \Sz=36c't

AFg &t

23 o

Do NOT write in this space.

-
16

(Total for Question 22 is 4 marks)
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23 f is a function such that
1t(x): --x'+l

(a) Find f(]) I 0.x
o.s'+ I

0.1

g is a function such that

g(x):Jr{ x)l
(b) Find fg(x)

Give your answer as simply as possible.

f (J;;) I = '/"
.-(^-) +l

Itlx
Ig(x) :

(Total for Ouestion 23 is 3 marks)

24 OnMonday, Nalim made ajour,rey.
On Tuesday, she made the sarne journey.
Her average speed on Tuesday was 25o/o greater than her average speed on Monday.

Calculate the percentage reduction in the time her journey took on Tuesday compared
with Monday.

3 D rs f..- c. ?J Sa Oi S\t.,.. cr J^1 
?

-T -lryvn T 7T

s T

J

f .zr ^ tp.1
T|Y a fTm

f.zr ,\ -LT4

11 = l.zf7T Trnc. rLt^ h A'1

f.zf,T1
o/,/o

(Total for Question 24 is 3 marks)

TF4

I

17
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)< A

16.5 m

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

D

100

B C

The diagram shows a vertical flagpole in Chennai, India.
The point A is at the top of the flagpole.
The point B is at the foot of the flagpole.
There is a platform at the point D on the flagpole.
B and C are points on horizontal ground.
AD: 16.5 m
The angle of elevation ofl from C is 69"
The angle of elevation of D from C is 59'

CD r 6.r
Sl yr 

"l
Stq r6

cl) a r(.f Sr,^al
Srn r O

Calculate the height, AB, of the flagpole.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures cD = 3t.o.f zo,.
Fto..- A DRc

3.t .o r?-o

BD: & 1- l(t r -. .

Ao t6.s'r BD: cfr-(fe'-

I ffill] ill lfft ilil ilril illll llllll lll flll lllll lllll lllll llll illP41036401820
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4 s.t
m

(Total for Ouestion 25 is 6 marks)

Ttrrn over for Question 26.

19
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26 Solve the simultaneous equations

Y:3x * 2

f + 1/:20
Show clear algebraic working.

X1+ (g^ +z)a= 26

,xa + (f ^tf ,L,.'+ *) = zo

ld ,Xa,r I tI - | ( zo

'S-x z+ 6x - 8 eO

(sr-y)(^+z)=o

7 */r ay N= -1-

[= q-q rr l=-Y

Ptt, q'*) DY l-2,+)
(Total for Question 26 is 6 marks)

TOTAL F'OR PAPER IS lOO MARKS
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